SIMPLY UNBELIEVABLE – IT REALLY IS SIMPLY UNBELIEVABLE
By David Ben Ya’akov AKA David Ruffino
I’m writing this article to dispel some myths that are being perpetuated against myself,
the PAAPSI Ministry that I co-administer and I want to fully dilute a cauldron of poisonous brew
that has been stewing for too long a time. You can ask anyone who knows me well and they will
tell you that I’m really not a confrontational person but when I get put against a wall I’ll cry out
to Yeshua for help and sometimes that help comes in the form of boldness to address those who
have backed me up against the wall. The David Ruffino that lives today, and has been born again
in Yeshua since 1979 is vastly different from the David Ruffino that existed before my
conversion. I grew up in Bergen County, New Jersey, about fifteen minutes from Manhattan,
New York and our neighborhood was pretty bad. We were the “other side of the tracks” and we
fought to survive. You had to be tough or you would not survive and you had to get rid of
problems quickly or they would always get worse. My dad was a short Italian guy with an
attitude and he grew up to believe that violence always solved any problem and I’ve heard many
stories where he hurt people, stuck knives at the base of people’s necks and threatened them. If
he did anything worse, I really don’t want to know; that is all in the past. This however gives you
an idea of what the old David Ruffino was like. I never liked the violence, but knew that it was
necessary to survive, so I acquiesced.
My dad and I moved to California when I was fifteen years old and I still had my selfprotection mode upon me, but people were different. They were all in a drug induced haze and
they were for the most part peaceful. I fell into their lot and because of that I didn’t do well in
High School, got into Darwinism and denied any sort of religious training that I might have
received before, both Jewish and Christian. Most didn’t know that I studied Judaism, not even
my family, but I spent a lot of time over at my friend Howard’s house and was schooled in that
religion. Later I would find out that my roots were Jewish anyway so I was just fulfilling what I
was to begin with. During my time in California I began to calm down and accept the hippie way
of peace and getting high to attain it. I began to become more like my mother how had always
been quite passive and loving and who loved Yeshua, but didn’t quite have a relationship with
Him yet.
So, I got saved in 1979 at the age of twenty and began to realize what a schmuck I had
been all of my life. I was a real mess, really, I was. I started to become a disciple through a good
friend and brother named Ed Farmer to whom I’ll always be indebted. Ed taught me about the

real Yeshua, His love, his tolerance and how we were to love our fellow man no matter what
they did. He taught me to love the sinner but hate the sin. Ed did however teach me that there
were just some people who would not receive the message, and there would be others who would
feign to receive it just to get what they could out of the faith and its followers. But as the years of
discipleship went along, I learned to be Christlike, to sit at Yeshua’s feet and learn and I learned
that this was not just a one semester course, but that we need to do that through our whole walk
with Yeshua until he calls us to be with Him.
For the first five years of my walk with Yeshua I was discipled heavily by Ed and others.
I often wondered what my ministry would be; would I be a pastor, or an evangelist or would I
just be a lay worker in the church? I think that everyone wonders what their calling truly is.
Things often went through my mind, like am I one of the 144,000 Israelites spoken of in
Revelation? Am I one of the two witnesses? Will I do something so profound that nobody will
wonder that I have fidelity in my walk with my Master? During my early years I was humbled,
brought low and caused to realize that Yeshua is the master and I’m just a vessel that provides
itself for His use when and where He would need to use me. This humbling process was aimed at
my pride for the most part because that is the root cause of sinful behavior. I had to sit under
pastors who should not have been pastors yet Yahweh would make me sit and watch all of their
mistakes so that I would not make those mistakes. He has caused me to sit in churches that I
didn’t want to be in just so that I would learn to have patience and pray for those churches.
Almost all of my Christian walk I’ve been placed in locations and/or circumstances where I have
felt uncomfortable, I have not wanted to be and places where I wanted to act like Yonah and run
from the things that Yahweh was asking me to do.
Back in the late 1980’s I began to have dreams, visions and receive words from Yahweh
to tell people. I remember thinking, “oh great, of all the offices that I would like to have, you are
giving me the one that is going to cause to become confrontational and cause commotion. Please,
anything but that.” Yahweh informed me that he had given me the Mantle of the Prophet
Jeremiah (Yirmayahu in Hebrew). After this I studied Jeremiah and found out that he was called
The Weeping Prophet. Great, not only would I have to talk to people, but I would have to have
compassion over them too; for their condition and for their destination if they didn’t come back
to Yahweh. I had been quite humbled over the years and now I guess Yahweh was going to
working through me. He gave me words for leaders in the Soviet Union back in the early 80’s
and those words were coming into fruition in the late 80’s. He had me send words of
encouragement and correct to the leaders of Israel which were almost always received. Without
going into too much detail, real neat things were happening and when looking back at how

Yahweh took someone who didn’t like confrontation (since my conversion anyway) and could
humble him enough to use me to be confrontational in love I began to see how much Yahweh
had changed me by His Blood, His Love and His Holy Spirit. The David Ruffino that lived
before 1979 was in effect dead; he had been transformed into a New Creature.
Through the years in my current office for Yahweh my life has not been easy. I would
say that for every word that He has given to me for others, probably twenty percent of them have
been accepted and led to repentance and renewal of the person whom the word was for. The
other eighty percent have always caused heartache. We live in a day and age where people think
that grace covers everything, so they will many times go out of their way to sin and then count
on the grace of Yahweh through Yeshua. They fail to recognize that grace is fulfilled through
repentance, and renewal and restoration and that even though a sin is forgiven, there could be
natural and/or supernatural consequences. For instance, if you abuse alcohol you might be
forgiven, but you also might die of cirrhosis of the liver. If you smoke you could die from lung
or throat cancer. If you have a bad temper and you challenge a biker club to a fight you might be
forgiven for starting a brawl, but there’s a good chance that you’ll be with Yeshua by the time
that they’re done working you over. See how it works?
Another thing that goes along with “grace” and forgiveness under the Blood of Yeshua is
that we seek out the people we have offended (yes, each one personally) and we genuinely make
amends. It isn’t a carpet apology, or a “sorry if I offended you,” or “I think I might have sinned.”
No, if the Holy Spirit is convicting one of His Children there are no if’s and’s or but’s about it.
You make it right. To bring the matter to Yahweh and ask forgiveness is one thing, and a correct
thing, but one of the main focus’ of Yeshua coming was to teach us how to act responsibly
toward each other. The Epistles in the New Covenant are full of instruction on correct
interpersonal activity and correct judgment.
So why have I said all that I have said. Well, let me ask you a question. Have you ever
had an annoying fly in your room? Flies will usually bother you for a little while and then they
seem to disappear. They’ll always come back later to remind you that they are still there and
repeat the process until you swat them. People can be like flies sometimes in that regard;
however, we can’t go around swatting them because that is morally and ethically wrong. The
good thing about flies is that even if you don’t get them, after a day or two they will usually die
and they’re no longer a problem. The problem with fly-people is that they usually won’t stop
until Yahweh brings them to correction. I learned a long time ago that arguing with a fool does

nothing but create one extra fool and trying to correct people who are not able to be corrected
because they are stubborn or worse, reprobate is literally impossible.
Let me tell you a story. Years ago, Yahweh placed me in a Church that had an awful
pastor. To the undiscerning eye he was the dream pastor; the man that every mother wanted her
daughter to marry and every man wanted to be. However, there was a problem. This man was
stealing from the church, he was sleeping with women other than his wife and he was secretly
doing everything that you wouldn’t want your pastor to do. Some of us spoke out and were
excommunicated from the Assemblies of God because we asked questions. He was getting away
with everything and nobody was seeing it and if you told someone about it they would label you
as insubordinate and a bad believer because you were attacking an anointed man of God. Many
of us became bitter and we would join together literally to mock this man when all the time we
should have been praying for him. Personally, I didn’t feel that he deserved the prayers, and that
as not a good thing for sure. One day, we were having one of our mock-fests and one of the
sisters, who had lupus grabbed her chest like she was having a heart attack. Right then Yahweh
spoke to me and told me that the feeling that this sister was having was exactly what He was
feeling in His heart over what we were doing. From that day on we resolved ourselves to pray for
this pastor. Soon he was shamed and had to leave Northern California, but he continued to
minister down in San Diego. He bankrupted a church down there and then moved to the East Bay
of the San Francisco Area. I had prayed for this man for years, for him to repent and to leave
ministry, yet he never repented or recanted and his pride consumed him. A couple of years ago I
started to receive letters from members of his church in Antioch. These letters spoke of this man
and his sins. They had read words that I had been given for him many years prior and deduced
that this was the same man. They asked me what to do. I told them not to have vengeance, but to
pray for Yahweh to take care of the problem. I kept in touch with this group and always told
them to put things in Yahweh’s hands. At the end of May of 2011, I heard again from a woman
in this group and the header on the email was “Pastor Commits Suicide.” The article went on to
explain how a note had been found with Pastor Hanoum and how guilt and remorse had
overtaken him and how he just could not live with it anymore. It is a sad story, but one that
shows that Sins will always catch up with people and Yahweh will always have the final say. Did
Yahweh cause Jerry Hanoum to commit suicide; NO! But unrepentant sin consumed him until he
felt that there was no way out. For most of his life he thought that everyone else was the problem
and that he was right, until the authorities were closing in on him and he realized that he could no
longer wear the facade that he had worn for decades.

Okay. since the late 1980’s it has ALWAYS been my practice to turn reprobate people
over to Yahweh and let Him deal with them. In the early 2000’s I became loosely familiar with
one Guy Malone. We had similar ministries and I though it be good that perhaps we could work
together. We never quite clicked back then. In 2005 I had the opportunity to travel to Roswell,
New Mexico to attend of Mr. Malone’s “Ancient of Days” conferences. It was cool that
Christians were making a splash in that Alien Abduction pond and I wanted to listen to what they
had to say. Right from the start I knew that Mr. Malone and I would never work together. It was
just one of those things that Yahweh gave me, it is called discernment. I liked what he was
doing, bringing a Christian presence to Roswell, but I just could not be part of it. I did meet Jim
Wilhelmsen back then and we became ministry partners and very good friends and of course,
brother in Yeshua. A week after I arrived home, I got a phone call from Mr. Malone who
informed me that Mr. Wilhelmsen was a thief, a liar and would try to steal my ministry away
from me. He also mentioned to me that he was not happy that I had decided to call my ministry
“Delusion Resistance,” claiming that he had thought about using it and that since he thought of it
some years back it somehow belonged to him. I told him that there was no going back and I was
going to keep the name that I had picked. Immediately I felt that the aggressor was the guilty
party and realized that the discernment that Yahweh had given me in Roswell was a warning too.
Over the years I would visit Roswell and of course I would run into Mr. Malone and for
the most part we just ignored each other. We’d exchange pleasantries, but that is as far as it went.
From time to time I would receive letters from people who knew that Mr. Malone and I had
mutual acquaintances and for some reason they thought that Guy and I were affiliated. They
would tell me that they had noticed that Mr. Malone was getting into worldly things and that they
had approached him by ones and two’s and had questioned him about his activities and he
basically told them, as one lady put it, to just piss off. I decided to investigate their claims to see
if this was just a group of disgruntled people or if there was substance to their claims. During
that time, I found actual documentation that Mr. Malone was involving himself in promoting
nude photography, Christian bartending and that he was forming his own clandestine Church
titled “The Anti-Church,” which he later changed to “The Mystery Fellowship.” I did revelatory
research on these matters and published articles on how these beliefs and the teaching thereof
were dangerous to young believers and believers at large. This was met with great resistance
from Mr. Malone and Lady Malone who branded me as an upstart and a troublemaker and who
tried to initiate a Matthew 18 process against me. At one point, Ms. Malone covertly joined my
ministry membership and after attaining the emails of all of the members wrote a very
defamatory letter about me filled with untruths that unfortunately three members believed and
left my ministry. Her Matthew 18 process was seen for the folly that it was and not one person

whom they tried to recruit against me agreed to proceed with their action and finally it was
dropped.
Okay, let’s get down to brass tacks. In 2006 or 2007 Yahweh gave me a word for Mr.
Malone which I was obliged to deliver to him that particular year down in Roswell. I actually
argued with Yahweh, who wanted me to deliver it immediately after He presented it for me to
inscribe. I knew that Mr. Malone was powerful in the Christian UFO Research realm and that if
he wanted to, and as was evidenced by the way that he blackballed Jim Wilhelmsen in Roswell
and tried to ruin his ministry, that Mr. Malone would go through great strides to ruin anyone who
he felt would come against him. I’m ashamed to admit that I didn’t trust Yahweh enough to
deliver the message two months before I did. Because of my expose’ of Mr. Malone’s antics and
the word that I delivered to him from Yahweh (which he denied was for him) I have been on the
Malone’s radar consistently. But, as I have learned from experience, I just give it to Yahweh,
pray and wait for Him to bring the correction in His timing.
It is no doubt that Mr. Malone and his wife Nicole will say that we have written back and
forth from time to time, and that is true. The letters that were sent to me were for the most part
answered the best that I could given the circumstances. Both of their mailings are always
accusatory and most of the time they come without warning. Some have come with the threats of
having my website removed due to copyright infringement by using his material, even though
US Code allows me to use it in an editorial fashion. Other threats have been to show all who
could be reached that I was not a loving believer in Yeshua but a judgmental false prophet. He
has taken my words and letters out of context, leaving out certain words and phrases that show
my intent as being proper and contorting the original meaning of my words to him and his wife.
At one point, after receiving one of his threatening letters I decided to challenge Mr. Malone,
telling him that if he wanted a war I would gladly war with him and stating metaphorically that if
we were in a boxing ring I would stay in my corner unless he were to approach me whereupon I
would lay him out on the mat. He has recently taken that out of context and stated that I have
threatened his physical health through violence. This is the sort of thing that I’ve dealt with for
several years now; my words of protest twisted and contorted in an effort to make me look bad.
In essence, I haven’t had any beef with Guy Malone the person, but I have had a lot of
problem with Guy Malone the doctrine. All I have ever done in regard to Guy Malone and
Nicole Malone is to address false doctrine; doctrine that could do nothing but harm young
believers in Yeshua and cause a stumbling of weak and recovering believers. I have done nothing
on my own, but have only acted at the prompting of the Holy Spirit and Yeshua’s concern for

His Flock. If this is a crime, then I stand before you guilty. If, however, being a faithful
watchman for the Christian community is allowable, which scripture certifies to be true, then I
have done my duty faithfully.
Today I received from a few friends who shall remain anonymous, a newsletter or
document that Mr. Malone has sent out to his faithful followers. In the letter, provided below for
your review, Mr. Malone again rants and raves, claiming that Jim Wilhelmsen and myself are out
to get him through some “conspiracy” that Malone alleges is afoot. Over a month ago Jim and
myself disbanded from ministry with each other because of personal reasons. We DID NOT
dissolve our friendship or love for each other in Yeshua. Simply put, Jim’s ministry focus has
shifted at the behest of Yahweh and mine has too. We still work together in the PAAPSI
Ministry however, ministering to those harassed by the paranormal and alien abduction. To say
that we are acting in a conspiratorial aspect toward the Malone’s now or have in the past is sheer
nonsense. We will cover each other when attacked by Malone and his cronies, but our
determinations have always been of a defensive manner and never offensive. We’ve been in that
defensive mode since 2005. Actually, he is quite pompous to think that he is important enough
for us to conspire against. In a sea of evil intent, he is just one drop of water, or a big fish in a
very little pond if that analogy works better for you.
As to the accusation that I have been warning Malone and his wife that something was
coming down the pike, that is true in a sense. I have been warning them that there will come a
day when things said in secret will be shouted from the housetops and things done in secret will
be revealed. This is scripture and is true in the lives of everyone, even the Malone’s. My warning
was just that someday everything will be brought to light for all to see. I did at one point, two or
three years back mention to Mr. Malone that I did save all of his “heresies” and that perhaps
someday Yahweh would have me reveal these things. My intent in doing that was to have him
realize that people record everything that we do, not just me, and that anyone, anywhere could
use the things that we do and say to discredit us, and that if I had things stored then others did
too. Also, I wanted him to know that I was getting tired of his hijinks and that his threats and evil
deeds toward me could come back to bite him. What he failed to mention is that I have posted on
my website, and have for years, three of his heretical documents with Biblical explanations and
reproofs of why his teachings were wrong. It is the duty of a watchman to expose false doctrine,
especially when the author of those doctrines has ridiculed, belittled and shrugged off those who
have tried to bring the author to correction, which was the case with all of the doctrines that I
have editorialized. Mr. Malone claims that he offered a public apology for his misdeeds and
wrongful teachings, but I have never received anything of the sort. I did receive one letter stating

that one or two of his false teachings “might have been wrong,” but I could attest that my
recollection of receiving that letter “might have been wrong,” too. Only Yahweh (and Mr.
Malone of course) know if he truly repented so I won’t speculate on whether he did so in his
heart. True repentance is a process as illustrated thusly:
The Process of Repentance: Turning in a new direction
True repentance is a gift from God (2 Timothy 2:25). It cannot occur without a true
revelation of my sin. This revelation leads to a godly sorrow, which leads to true
repentance (2 Corinthians 7:10). False repentance is rooted in self — shame because of
what I have done, or what has happened to me. The Greek word, metamellomai, means
regret or sorrow, it is a dread of the consequences, a fear of getting caught. This false
repentance just leads to death (2 Corinthians 7:10). True repentance involves a sorrow
for what my sin has done to a holy God and my relationship with Him, with the focus on
God rather than me.
The repentance process begins with God. He grants a revelation (apokalupsis =
revealing the hidden -> lifting the veil of my mind) of my position, which leads to a new
understanding (metanoia = after knowledge), or change of thinking. Finally, this new
way of thinking leads to a change in direction, or turning about (epistepho).
Judas is an example of one who followed the path of metamellomai. He had true sorrow
and regret for what he had done (Matthew 27:3), but it was self-focused — he regretted
that his plans had not come to fruition. In his case, this sorrow quite literally led to his
death, and he hanged himself (Matthew 27:5).
In contrast, the penitent thief followed the path of metanoia. He realized his sin, and
accepted the consequences as just, recognized Christ’s sinlessness and in a marvelous
expression of faith (as one man on a cross to another also on a cross!) asked Jesus to
remember him in His kingdom (Luke 23:40-42). Similarly, those to whom Peter preached
on the day of Pentecost were “pierced to the heart” (Acts 2:37) with the revelation of
their sin and need for Christ. Many responded that day, receiving his word and being
baptized (Acts 2:41). Acts 2:42-47 speaks of the change of lifestyle for these committed
disciples. [http://polynate.net/christianity/repentance.html]

If I have ever judged Guy or Nicole, it has been to judge fruit which we are clearly
exhorted by scripture to do. As believers, exhorted to love one another we are commanded to
protect each other. If someone is producing bad fruit it is my duty to point out the bad fruit and
to warn a brother or sister. To not warn them and have them lose their lives due to eating bad
fruit is unconscionable and selfish. Some might choose to presume that their judging of bad fruit
is really condemnation (which we are forbidden to do) but the two are separated by an
immeasurable gulf. If anyone does consider judging fruit wrong, then I would rather err on the
side of righteousness and be labeled as in error than to watch people eat bad fruit and become
sickened by it and live with the guilt of knowing that I didn’t do all that I could do to protect
them from the danger. I answer to a infinitely higher authority.
Mr. Malone states that Mr. Wilhelmsen has written to him and told him that he needs to
remove the WARN website which I have read and can attest hosts untruths about Mr.
Wilhelmsen. Malone also states that supposedly in Wilhelmsen’s letter “they” (I presume I am
the other part of they) will release all sorts of information about Mr. Malone. To the best of my
recollection, Malone’s complaint letter is the first time that I’ve heard about this. It is a lie that I
am working in concert with Mr. Wilhelmsen about any such thing. To think that Jim and I are
working in concert to bring down Malone or his ministry is sheer stupidity and exhibits a
paranoia manifest in Malone and who knows what is bringing that about. Perhaps it is a reaction
to unrepentant sin or maybe it is a reaction brought about by someone who has a form of
godliness but denies the power thereof. Only Yahweh know the true answer.
If Mr. Malone is afraid of anyone revealing his secrets, he should worry about himself.
The letter that he sent out to others is quite revelatory and if anyone has sabotaged him, it is Mr.
Malone himself. The letter that he presented is full of venomous allegations, non-truths toward
Wilhelmsen and myself and has all of the earmarks of a wounded animal that will lash out at
anyone but the true inflictor of his wounds, namely himself. I have been praying, just like I did
about that pastor all of those years ago; praying that Yahweh will show Mr. and Mrs. Malone for
the people that they are. Now I get to see my prayers answered more than I could have ever
hoped for or expected. What is sad is that in his rant, Malone suggests that the things that Jim
and I supposedly know about him, but that he revealed in his own letter seem to be only the tip
of the iceberg where misconduct is concerned. Frankly Guy, I don’t want to know. I cannot nor
will I ever speak for Jim Wilhelmsen, but as for me, I have NO intention of releasing any
information about Guy or Nicole than what I have posted on the internet already and those were
revelatory exposures of their heresies. To do so would be to lower myself to their level, to be
spiteful and hateful and would look like an attempt to ruin them. As I said just above, they do a

fine job of ruining themselves and I could never better Guy and Nicole in that regard. I’m done
with the immaturity of these two and will not bow down to their level. I have a responsibility as a
minister of the Gospel of Yeshua Ha Mashiach to be of a sober mind and upright spirit and
playing their childish playground games would diminish my testimony and the seriousness of the
office that I have been commissioned with.
My faithful readers, I want you to be assured that I’m not a part of this juvenile game and
that I’ve never attacked Malone outright. I’ve only defended myself when need be and exposed
some heresies to protect the sheep. I’ve prayed for the Malone’s maybe more than they deserve
considering their hatred and mistreatment of me and of Jim Wilhelmsen but as of tonight that
prayer ceases. My only prayer, that Yahweh’s will be done in their lives. No longer do I cast my
pearls before swine and no longer do I offer what is holy to dogs. If I never heard from or about
either of them again my life will be more enriched but regardless to if that ever happens, I can
now proceed again with getting people saved and working with the wounded and not have to
have the distractions and stumbling blocks that are Guy and Nicole Malone. This is not
callousness; this is giving them over to who they are, and who the really serve. Yahweh’s Law of
Reciprocity is knocking on their door and from this day forth they will receive much in excess
what they have given out, but it will not be by my hand and not at the hand of Jim Wilhelmsen,
but by the hand of El Elyon, who warned quite sternly that He will not be mocked.
Now, I present to you the letter that Guy Malone sent out to his faithful; a letter where he
exposes himself and shows just how delusional he really is. The italicized text is my response to
their delusional thoughts. Although I will not pray for these two anymore, I would exhort all of
you who read this letter to pray for them; however, Yahweh leads you to pray. And please pray
for me and Jim Wilhelmsen, that this folly against us will end very soon and that those who
choose to destroy us and make a laughingstock of Yahweh and his Kingdom are put to shame.
Thank you and Yahweh bless you richly!

From: Alien Resistance HQ
Reply-To:
Date: Sunday, August 12, 2012 1:22 AM
To: <undisclosed-recipients:;>
Subject: {Alien Resistance} COMING SOON from Jim & Dave Ridiculuctions!

“IN A WORLD, WITHOUT HOPE, TWO TITANS STAND TOGETHER TO ENSURE THE
DESTRUCTION… OF… ALIEN RESISSSSSSTANCE!”
Breaking News!
We just received word from Jim Wilhelmsen that he is going to make good on David Ruffino’s
vow to destroy my ministry! (A vow which you didn’t know about, because I didn’t publish it.)
I’ve never vowed to destroy you. I know that you will destroy yourself. You’ve been on
self-destruct mode for a few years now. I have vowed to reveal your deeds of darkness
when you perform them and have done that in articles on my website.
In fact, they’re working together – even as I type this – to publish every piece of dirt and
negative crap they’ve gathered in 10 WHOLE YEARS about yours truly, Guy and Nicole
Malone.
I’ve only know you since 2005 Guy. Do the math, it is only 7 years. I haven’t worked
directly with Jim for over a month now and don’t have any knowledge of what you are
talking about.
The “Ultimatum” was sent to Nicole – either REMOVE ALL OF HER WEBSITES, VIDEOS
and BOOKS from the internet, or they go public in less than 30 hours with EVERYTHING
they’ve got on us – presumably to make sure you have as negative an opinion, and hate us, as
much as they do!
If Jim did suggest that Nicole remove all of her material from the internet that it is
probably a good idea because her mental disability doesn’t allow her to think clearly or
discern right from wrong. As mentioned earlier, you do a good enough job of bringing
negative opinions on yourself and you don’t need my help, the help of Jim or anyone else.
You are our own worst enemy and your paranoia blinds you from seeing it.
MAYBE even MORE!!!!!!!!

The equation 0 x 0 has always equaled 0 and that applies here too.
WHAT SHOCKING REVELATIONS can you expect to learn about as Jim & Dave FINALLY
SPILL EVERYTHING they know about us?
That is a figment of your imagination. Your secret sins are just that, secret and are
between you and Yahweh to work out.
– That Nicole and I lived together a short while before we were legally married
This is old news that you revealed when you tried to justify your “Adam and Eve” type of
wedding via one of your newsletters.
– That I had a period around 2005 when I was out of church, and had a hobby of posting sexy
photos of women in Halloween Costumes (Oh yeh, you already knew that, because I confessed it
to this list already and repented of it publicly.) But in case you didn’t know Jim and Dave are
going to make SURE you do, by posting them!
This is already posted on the internet in my expose of your heresies
at http://www.delusionresistance.org/mapsub04.html and has been for years. Oh, and I
never posted nor will I ever post the pictures that you posted. My step-daughters and
grandkids read my website and I would never be as brazen as you were to subject the
general public so such garbage. And let’s be fully honest shall we guy, the pictures in
question were not women in costume, but in body paintings.
– That Nicole and I smoke cigarettes
Now why would I do that Guy. If you want lung cancer that is your choice. Besides, I puff
on a cigar two or three times a year during special occasions.
– That back at Alien Resistance HQ (when I lived there, and it was literally my home) that I
invited both Christian and -GASP!- non-Christian friends and co-workers who had nowhere to
go on Thanksgiving to come to a party at my place – WITH TURKEY and EVERYTHING. I
even allowed then to bring beer and wine if they chose. Oh the tragedy!!

Well, never having been there I can’t comment much about this Thanksgiving event. I will
comment and say that there is another side to this story in that it was Jim’s idea to have
the dinner and that you turned it into a booze fest and there are others beside Jim that
still will attest that they received the BYOB (Bring your own beer) letter to them stating
that you were having a party. Frankly, I think that it was selfish of you to ask for people
to bring their own booze seeing that you touted yourself as being a Christian Bartender
and probably should have had an open bar for people really get liquored up.
What blasphemies have we committed that could be EVEN WORSE than this for you to find out
about?
– That Nicole writes really, really, really, really long e-mails sometimes! And frankly SO DO I!
In fact, SOON AND VERY SOON you’re going to get your chance to read them all! EVERY*
E-MAIL we have ever sent to Jim and Dave – even those assumed or agreed to be private and
personal – will reportedly be online for you to judge us by! * Note: Some e-mails that may
make us look good or them look bad may not be included.)
Yes, Nicole does write very long emails, that we agree on.
– Nicole makes videos too! Once, she sent Dave Ruffino a whopping 3-HOUR VIDEO of her
rambling into her webcam, telling Dave how creepy his obsession with me is, and asking him to
cut it out!
Truth be told, the video was 3 hours and 47 minutes long. I won’t watch movies that
long; do you think I’m going to watch someone babble on incoherently for that length of
time. Also, after I complained to YouTube that the video was abusive you or Nicole made
it private so that only people You Wish to see it can see it. Although I had the video link
and should have been able to watch it again, I was blocked. Does it make sense that she
would make a condemnation video of all of my supposed “creepy” ways and then restrict
the very person whom the video is addressed to? No, it was made for a smear campaign,
clear and simple.
Also, with all due respect to the sanctity of marriage, it is not good to say that Nicole was
rambling. That denotes that she was speaking redundantly and nonsensibly into the
camera. For a husband to refer to his wife as a rambler is disrespectful, unless you

believe that she was speaking without any sense into the camera, which is my take on the
whole video. Are you agreeing with me on this? If so, then thank you.
DO NOT MISS your chance to watch it too, when Jim and Dave team up in this new explosive
power-house expose of how unfit for ministry we are!
Again, Jim and I are not a team; and aside from PAAPSI we do not even co-minister
anymore. Your paranoia is becoming excessive and is causing you to make false
accusations.
In fact, there’s SO MUCH DIRT they have on us that Jim has now informed us IS GOING
ONLINE (if his demands aren’t met) that YOU”LL WISH SUMMER was just beginning!
Speaking for myself; yes I do know of many willful misdeeds you have done. Most of these
things I know because people mistakenly think that we are affiliated because we both are
researchers. They write to me asking, “what is up with Guy Malone because
he’s………..” You fill in the blank. People think that you and I have some sort of tie
together and they think that I can talk to you about what you’re doing wrong. If they only
knew that you are not capable of self-examination perhaps they would not write. Because
of their letters I was forced to write a letter of disassociation which is still on my website.
In it I explain why I refuse to be associated with you.
You’ll never have time to wade through it all, but thanks to Jim & Dave Ridiculuctions (TM)
NOW you’ll FINALLY have your chance to learn more about what’s under the blood of Jesus in
our lives THAN YOU EVER DREAMED POSSIBLE!
This is too moronic to even respond to so I won’t waste the time except to say that you
should learn what true repentance is all about so that you don’t cheapen the meaning of
the Blood of My Lord.
DON’T WAIT ANOTHER MINUTE!
Yes, don’t wait. Proceed with your lives because this is going to be a non-event to the
best of my knowledge.

Contact Jim & Dave Ridiculuctions (TM) NOW to find out exactly WHEN and WHERE to tune
in to receive your COMPLIMENTARY PASS to their BEST EFFORT EVER to bring us
down… down…DOWN to the ground. And if you can’t act now, DON’T WORRY because they
are 100% COMMITTED to spending the REST OF THEIR LIVES making sure that we are
FOREVER DESTROYED!
Again, a pompous claim to think that you are important enough to try to destroy, even if I
was intent on destroying you, which I’m not. The only time I even think of you and your
wonderful wife is when I get a letter from you or go onto Facebook and see another one
of her rants about how evil I am. You see Guy, I would like to act like you just don’t exist.
It is you and your lovely wife who always thrust yourselves upon me again and again.
You two are like flies in a room; you come and go as you please causing angst and then
you complain when I speak out against what you do. If you’d agree to it, I would agree
for both of us to never hear from each other again, but in your pursuit to be annoying
and in your attempts to be alpha male and alpha female in our research community you
just cannot keep from harassing anyone who will not fall into line with you. So I’m afraid
I’m stuck with the flies in the room until Yahweh does something to change you into
something other than flies or He puts an end to your nonsense, and insidious behavior.
*** Important DISCLAIMERS ***
This whole letter of yours is a disclaimer of your sanity.
Jim & Dave Ridiculuctions (TM) does not have ALL the dirt on Guy & Nicole’s lives. They are
publishing only what they know about to date. If more dirt on us is required, feel free to ask us.
So Guy, you’re telling us that there is more reprobate behavior that you already haven’t
revealed or that Yahweh hasn’t revealed to us. Please, keep that junk to yourselves, okay.
What is already known has caused a lifetime of angst in just the 7 short years that I have
known you. Knowing anymore about you would be cruel and unusual punishment.
Fact and Fiction historically intertwine in Jim & Dave’s accounts of stories about us, so as to be
undiscernable. Half the time it seems that they confuse what they did with what we did. There’s
probably not going to be time for us to clear it all up, but again, feel free to ask.

I’ve often found it to be a tool of the enemy to accuse people of what they themselves are
doing. Enough said.
Thanks for your prayers for Guy and Nicole, and Jim and Dave as well, as this blockbuster
expose hits the internet. Unless you ask us personally, we probably won’t have much to say
about or in response to it though.
I want to thank you Guy and Nicole, because in an effort to ward off some delusional
conspiracy attempt against you (which was never conceived nor contrived) you have, in
effect revealed your heart to people as well as some of your willful misdeeds. You’ve let
your pride consume you and you have manifested that pride by ratting yourself out. I
have no doubt that your lust to destroy me and my ministry that you will continue to
reveal the real Guy Malone to everyone. I’ll just sit back and watch you and Nicole make
fools out of yourselves as you manifest your hatred through ill attempted feats of idiocies.
The Word that Yahweh gave you back in 2007 is being fulfilled. I had hoped and prayed
that you would have listened to Yahweh and heeded his warning but your pride would not
let you and now you are the habitation of snakes and scorpions. I have never hated you
Guy, and prayed that you would come to repentance and renewal but I guess that Yahweh
knew better but I know one thing for sure. I will stand on the last day justified in my
actions and my patience toward you and I will reap a good reward in this regard. So if
you wish, go ahead and post everything like you have promised. Yahweh has always had
my back in regard to your hateful dealings with me, and he will continue to do so. It
would be an injustice not to warn you that your escapades against me has been noticed
by Yahweh. He has exemplified many times in scripture the fate of those who harass His
Saints and His patience with both of you in regard to the ill treatment of me and most
probably that of Jim is soon going to come to an end. His hand can be one of love and
affection, or one of discipline and correction. It is your choice, but you better hurry to
make a decision because the door of His Grace is swinging shut rapidly.
In Christ,
In Christ? Not Jesus Christ, but perhaps the New Age Christ.
Guy & Nicole Malone

